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With the current concern for global warming it is reasonable to suppose that heat waves may increase in frequency,
severity, duration, or areal extent in the future. The period from May to August 2003 gives the example, when heat
waves affected large areas of Europe. There was evidence that this period of high temperature had large im¬pact
on mortality. Such waves cause serious problems in the health sector also in Slovak territory. Some expected
changes in the regime of heat waves regime in Slovak Carpathian region are analyzed in the paper. The data used
in this analysis are the output of harmonized daily datasets in the frame of the CARPATCLIM project.
Combined temperature - humidity ap¬proach was used to analyse the defined impacts of heath waves. The first
method was originated on thermal influence only - the number of days with mean temperature more than 20◦C and
number of tropical days were taken into account like a thermal stress indices. The second method was based on
the muggy day definition. The muggy day was considered in the case, when meteorological condition for muggy
feeling was reached. The occurrence of water vapour pressure 18.8 hPa and more at any observ¬ing term during
the day was taken into the consideration. The third method used the heat index (HWI) criteria. The heat index is a
combination of ambient temperature (T) and relative humidity (U) that approximates the environmental aspect of
the thermal regime of a human body.
Presented results show significant increase in number of tropical days and days with high daily means and high
night minima of temperature in changed climate. The analysis showed, that only thermal approach is not sufficient
for the heat stress assessment, the HWI approach for 80 ◦F threshold of heat wave duration is not convenient
for our condition, so the criterion of heat waves could be combined for daytime and night-time heat stress definition.


